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In traditional continental countries, it has been basically concluded 
that Marriage and Family Law belongs to Civil Law. At the beginning of 
New China, the Soviet Union legislative model was followed to set aside 
the Marriage and Family Laws as an independent legal department. The 
promulgation of the General Principles of Civil Law in 1986 announced the 
“return” of Marriage and Family Law to Civil Law on the legislative level. 
Afterwards, scholars in China changed their ideas, generally believing 
that Marriage and Family Law should belong to the Civil Law in the legal 
system and should be independently compiled in future Chinese Civil Code. 
However, the juristic and theoretical basis for Marriage and Family Law 
as one part of Civil Law has not been deeply and adequately expounded, 
especially analysis has not been made from the level of Civil Law basic 
theories. Before the launch of Chinese Civil Code, it is indeed a great 
“pity” that the issue of the status of Marriage and Family Law has not 
been thoroughly studied, as it constrains, to some extent, the unity, 
coordination and consummation of Marriage and Family legal system in China. 
This paper will demonstrate the juristic basis for the fact that Marriage 
and Family Law belongs to Civil Law in a systematical and in-depth manner, 
refute the view that Marriage and Family Law is an independent legal 
department, define the value orientation of Marriage and Family Law in 
China, discuss the logical relationship between General Principles of 
Civil Law and Marriage and Family Law and design a scientific and 
reasonable legislative model in which Marriage and Family Law belongs to 
Civil Law. The research of the dissertation attempts to promote the 
integration of the juristic research of Marriage and Family Law in China 
with other disciplines, and promote the in-depth development of the 














and Conclusion, this dissertation falls into six chapters:  
Chapter 1 examines the property of the Marriage and Family Law as 
private law from the historical perspective. Following the threads of 
historical development of Roman society—Middle Ages—modern society, 
the chapter focuses on the analysis of the Ulpianus division of public 
law and private law, Kant’s general right theory and Thibaut system which 
have laid a foundation for the establishment of the private law property 
of Marriage and Family Law, and demonstrates the inevitability of the 
“return” of Marriage and Family Law to Civil Law in terms of history. 
Chapter 2 compares the legislative models of Marriage and Family Law 
in main countries in the continental legal system. There are mainly two 
legislative models for Marriage and Family Law in the continental legal 
system: firstly, prescribing Marriage and Family Law in Civil Code; 
secondly, formulating separate Marriage and Family Law. The advantages 
and disadvantages of these two legislative models are compared; as for 
the legislative model prescribing Marriage and Family Law in Civil Code, 
this chapter focuses on examining if there are general principles in Civil 
Code of various countries, whether Marriage and Family Law is separately 
compiled and the arrangement of the position of Marriage and Family Law 
in Civil Code. We can draw on successful experience in compiling Civil 
Code and learn from others’ strong points to offset our weakness.  
Chapter 3 elaborates on the history and status quo of the legislative 
model of Marriage and Family Law in China, examining the social conditions 
affecting the positioning of Marriage and Family Law in different stages 
of historical development in China from the end of the Qing Dynasty—the 
North Warlord Government—the Republican Period—Early New China—Reform 
and Opening-up to the present, and illustrates the legislation basis and 
social background for determining Marriage and Family Law as part of Civil 















Chapter 4, in a systematical and in-depth manner, demonstrates that 
Marriage and Family Law is the juristic basis and theoretical foundation 
for the positioning of Marriage and Family Law as part of Civil Law, which 
is a key point of the dissertation, and is demonstrated from the following 
perspectives: firstly, Marriage and Family Law is private law, which is 
demonstrated from the representative theories for the division standard 
of public law and private law, that is, the theory of interest, the theory 
of affiliation and the theory of subject. Secondly, modern Marriage and 
Family Law lays stress on the unity of individual interest and family and 
social public interest and the state power’s intervention with family 
life to balance the interest of the parties in marriage and family, which 
is consistent with the value orientation of modern Civil Law, which 
focuses on individualism, while considering social and public interest 
as well. Thirdly, Civil Law regulats citizens’ social relationship, and 
the economic relationship and the kinship are two basic relationships 
constituting the civil society which belong to Civil Law ’s regulating 
objects. Marriage and family relationship is status relation, included 
in the personal relationship of Civil Law’s regulating objects. Fourthly, 
the right among family members is civil right and its nature is private 
right.        
Chapter 5 refutes the reasons for Marriage and Family Law as an 
independent legal department, which is also important content of this 
dissertation. Refutation to the view and reasons for Marriage and Family 
Law as an independent legal department is carried out in the following 
perspectives: Firstly, analysis of the negative consequence of the 
“return” of Marriage and Family Law to Civil Law, including the 
following contents: the “return” of Marriage and Family Law to Civil 
Law will not necessarily cause the commoditization of marriage and family 














Marriage and Family Law “returns” to Civil Law; constructing marriage 
and family system with the model of rights and obligations does not 
conflict with the ethical nature of Marriage and Family Law; the “Theory 
of Return” does not aim at promoting the principle of sacredness of 
private property rights in the area of family property. Secondly, the 
setup of compulsory legal norms in Marriage and Family Law does not mean 
that Marriage and Family Law is public law. The objective of the compulsory 
legal norms in Marriage and Family Law to maintain human continuity and 
social structure stability is realized just by the regulation of internal 
relationships and interest balancing among marriage and family members. 
Thirdly, the special nature of the family dispute settlement mechanism 
cannot change the nature of family case as civil case. Fourthly, the 
juristic basis and feasibility query of the concept of an independent 
“Family Code”. Fifthly, the particularity of Family Violence Prevention 
Law cannot illustrate or represent the independence of Marriage and Family 
Law.  
Chapter 6 addresses the compilation problem of incorporating Marriage 
and Family Law into Civil Code. Many provisions in General Principles of 
Civil Law cannot apply to Marriage and Family Law. Some view has it that 
tCivil Code should not have General Principles but should resort to the 
form of sequential compiling; some view has it that the problem can be 
solved by making Marriage and Family Law independent from Civil Code. This 
chapter defines the function of General Principles of Civil Law as “tool 
for systematization of the code”, and maintains that German model should 
be adopted to establish General Principle Chapter and Marriage and Family 
Law Chapter in Chinese future Civil Code. Based on the idea that Civil 
Law is people-oriented, Marriage and Family Law Chapter should precede 
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